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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce two nonstandard finite difference (NSFD) methods for solving the mathematical model of 
the Rosenzweig-MacArthur predator-prey system. These new proposed numerical methods have important features such as 
positivity and elementary stability. Numerical comparisons between the proposed methods and the other methods such as 
second-order and forth order Runge-Kutta methods (we refer them RK2 and RK4, respectively), Euler method, and NSFD method 
presented in [1] indicate that the new methods have better accuracy and convergence.  
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1. Introduction 

Since predator-prey systems are related to ecological life and human activities such as forestry, fishery and so on, they have 
been studied by a great many ecologists. These types of systems don’t have analytical solutions, so the numerical techniques to 
obtain approximate solutions close to the analytical solution must be used. One of these methods involves using the finite 
difference to construct a discrete model of predator-prey systems. But the disadvantage of this method is that sometimes the 
qualitative properties (such as positivity, elementary stability, etc.) of the exact solution are not transferred to the numerical 
solution. To overcome these deficiencies, NSFD methods have been proposed in accordance with Mickens’ rules [1-8]. 

In fact, NFSD methods not only do guarantee conventional features i.e, consistency, stability, and consequently convergence 
but also they preserve the qualitative features of the system such as positivity, elementary stability, and conservation law [9-16]. 
In this paper, we present two NSFD methods for solving the predator-prey system. Reasons for presenting these methods are to 
guarantee positivity property and elementary stability of the solution for the predator-prey system. Also, new methods have 
better accuracy and convergence. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give some definitions and preliminary setting. In Section 3, we present the 
mathematical model of Rosenzweig-MacArthur predator-prey system [17] with logistic intrinsic growth rate and its equilibrium 
points. In Section 4, we introduce new schemes. We investigate the positivity property in Section 5. In Section 6, the elementary 
stability of schemes are investigated. Comparison of results obtained by the new methods and standard methods are presented in 
Section 7. In Section 8, general results and discussion of the paper are given. 

2. Definitions and Preliminaries 

Let us to consider ��� ���� = ������	 ,    ≥ 0,    ��0� = �� ∈ �� ,  (1) 

where � = [��, ��, . . . , ��]: [��, �] → ��and � = [��, ��, . . . , ��]�: �� → ��. In this paper, we solve the system (1) with nonstandard 
discretization methods. Suppose that �� = �� + �ℎ, ℎ is step-size and �� ≈ �����, then discrete form of system (1) is as follows: 

� �� = ℱ���, ���, (2) 

where � �� ≈ ""# �����, and ℱ���, ��� approximates �������� at time ��. 

Class of NSFDs and their formulations are determined around two issues: first, how to formulate discretization of and second, 
what are the appropriate ways to approximate nonlinear terms. The forward finite difference approximation for the first-order 

derivative is one of the most common methods for discretization. In standard mode, derivative 
"$"#  is approximated by 

$�#% �&$�#� , 

which h indicates the step-size. While in the methods presented by Mickens, this term is approximated by $�#% �&$�#�
�� � , where ��ℎ� is 

an increasing continuous function of h, which satisfies the following condition 
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��ℎ� = ℎ + '�ℎ��,        0 ( ��ℎ� ( 1,      ℎ → 0. (3) 

Note, when ℎ → 0 we must obtain the first derivative whatever the *�ℎ� taken. In fact, it must be 

"$"# = lim →� $.#%�/� �0&$�#�
�1� � ,  

where ���ℎ� and ���ℎ� are continuous functions of the step-size h verifying (3). 
  
Definition 1. A scheme is called nonstandard if at least one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
if a nonlocal approximation of nonlinear terms is used in it or a more complex function 2�ℎ� is replaced by a non-negative 
function φ such that 2�ℎ� = ℎ + '�ℎ��    34    0 ( ℎ → 0.  

For instance, 5�1 6 25� ≈ 5��1 6 25�%��,    5� ≈ 5�5�%�, 
2�ℎ� = 1 6 8& ,    2�ℎ� = 1 6 8&9 : ,    : ; 0 

 

                                           
Definition 2. Any constant-vector X= is called equilibrium point of the differential equation in (1) if ���>	 = 0.  

3. Mathematical Model 

    Let consider mathematical model of the general Rosenzweig-MacArthur predator-prey model [1, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] with 
logistic intrinsic growth rate of the prey as follows: 

⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧�5�� = C5�1 6 5� 6 3D�5�5E,    5���� = 5� ≥ 0

�E�� = D�5�5E 6 FE,    E���� = E� ≥ 0 , (4) 

 
where 

    • 5 is the prey population size. 
    • E is the predator population size. 
    • C ; 0 is the logistic intrinsic growth rate of the prey. 
    • 3 ; 0 is the capture rate. 
    • F ; 0 is the mortality rate of the predator. 
    • 5D�5� as 5 ⟶ ∞ is bounded.  

 

Fig. 1. The main properties of the model. 
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Furthermore D�5� ≥ 0,    D′�5� ≤ 0,    [5D�5�]′ ≥ 0,    5 ; 0. (5) 

Fig. 1 shows that predation is by essence a mechanical interaction. For more details see[28]. The system (2) has two equilibrium 
points as follows: 
   • K� = �0,0� is the trivial equilibrium point and always linearly stable. 
   • K� = �1,0�, that if D�1� ( F in this case is linearly stable and if D�1� ; F then is linearly unstable . 

   • The equilibrium point K∗ = �5∗, E∗� exist where 5∗ is the solution of 5D�5� = F and E∗ = M$∗��&$∗�NO . 

   It is worth mentioning that the equilibrium point K∗ exists if and only if D�1� ; F. If C + 3E∗D′�5∗� ; 0, then K∗ is linearly stable, 
and if C + 3E∗D′�5∗� ( 0 then K∗ is linearly unstable. 
The predator has to use energy to keep hovering, but it makes use of Archimedes’ force. We have three sequences in predation. 
The first sequence involves the predator searching for its prey, an action which happens in a cyclic pattern. Motion suggests 
interaction between mechanical thrust, inertia and drag. Prey profusion and predator’s detection distance or Ddect restricts 
encounter, which – if successful – will lead to the next sequence – i.e., capture. Here the predator moves to capture the prey, but 
the prey strives to escape. If the predator succeeds, it will need to keep hovering (i.e. taking the prey) while consuming it. 
The main properties of the model 

4. Construction of New Schemes 

We present two new methods for solving system 4 as follows: 

4.1 Scheme 1 

The first positive and elementary stable nonstandard (PESN) scheme is presented as: 

⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧ 5�%� 6 5�2�ℎ� = C5��1 6 5�%�� 6 3[25�%� 6 5�]E�D�5��,

E�%� 6 E�2�ℎ� = 5� + 5�%�2 E�D�5�� 6 F[2E�%� 6 E�],  (6) 

The above relation can be rewritten as follows: 

⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧ 5�%� = 5��1 + C2�ℎ� + 32�ℎ�E�D�5���1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 232�ℎ�D�5��E� ,

E�%� = E��2 + 2F2�ℎ� + D�5��2�ℎ��5� + 5�%���2 + 4F2�ℎ� . (7) 

4.2 Scheme 2 

Our second PESN scheme is proposed as: 

⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧ 5�%� 6 5�2�ℎ� = C5� 6 C5�5�%� 6 3D�5��5�%�E� ,

E�%� 6 E�2�ℎ� = D�5��5�%�E� 6 FE�%�,  (8) 

Scheme 2 can be written in the following form: 

⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧ 5�%� = 5��1 + C2�ℎ��1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 32�ℎ�D�5��E� ,

E�%� = E��1 + D�5��2�ℎ�5�%��1 + F2�ℎ� .  (9) 

5. Positivity 

 In this section, we present the positivity property of the constructed methods in the previous section. The positivity of the 
numerical methods is important in the study of population biology models because state variables that represent subpopulations 
should not take negative values [16]. 
 
Definition 5.1  For the step size ℎ, and initial condition E� ∈ ℝ%�  the numerical method is called positive if the solution E� ∈ ℝ%� for 
all R ∈ S is positive. 

The new schemes preserve the positivity property as is stated in the following theorem. 
 
Theorem 5.2  Suppose the function D�5� in (5) holds and �5∗, E∗� is the interior equilibrium of system (4). If 0 ( 5∗ ( TU�{1, 6D�5∗�/2D′�5∗�}, then the new schemes (7) and (9) are positive. 
 
Proof. Since the constants 3, C, F and the function D are always positive, the schemes (7) and (9) are unconditionally non-negative. 

6. Elementary Stability 

     In this section, we examine the elementary stability of the proposed methods and the sufficient conditions for their 
establishment. The construction of difference methods is importance in the problems of ordinary differential equations that are 
locally stable at equilibrium points. Difference methods with this feature are called elementary stable methods [1, 15, 23]. 
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Definition 2. For the given step size h, the finite difference method is called elementary stabel, only its equilibrium points are 
those of the original differential system, and the properties of linear stability are the same for both the system of equations and 
the numerical method.  

To present the main result of this paper, we use the following lemma to prove the main resul [24, 25]. 
 

Lemma 1. For the quadratic equation Y� 6 ZY + [ = 0, by using the well-known Jury condition, both roots satisfy |Y]| ( 1, U = 1,2, if 
we have: 

• 1 + Z + [ ; 0, 
• 1 6 Z + [ ; 0 and 
• [ ( 1. ∎ 

 
Theorem 6.1  The schemes in (7) and (9) are elementary stables. 
Proof. The equilibrium points of (7) are precisely the equilibria K�∗ and K∗ of system (4). The Jacobian _ of (7) has the form _�5� , E�� =[`a��5� , E��]�b�, where 

`���5� , E�� = �1 + C2�ℎ� + 32�ℎ�E�D�5�� + 32�ℎ�E�D′�5��5���1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 232�ℎ�D�5��E���1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 232�ℎ�D�5��E���  

 6 �C2�ℎ� + 232�ℎ�D′�5��E��5��1 + C2�ℎ� + 32�ℎ�D�5��E���1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 232�ℎ�D�5��E��� , 
 = �1 + C2�ℎ� + 32�ℎ�E�D�5����1 + 232�ℎ�E��D�5�� 6 D′�5��5���1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 232�ℎ�D�5��E���  

 + 32�ℎ�5�E�D′�5��1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 232�ℎ�D�5��E� , 

 

`���5� , E�� = 5�32�ℎ�D�5����1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 232�ℎ�D�5��E����1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 232�ℎ�D�5��E���  

 6 232�ℎ�D�5��5��1 + C2�ℎ� + 32�ℎ�D�5��E���1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 232�ℎ�D�5��E��� , 
 

= 5�32�ℎ�D�5���61 + C2�ℎ��5� 6 2���1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 232�ℎ�D�5��E���  

 

`���5� , E�� = D′�5��E�2�ℎ��5� + 5�%�� + E�D�5��2�ℎ��1 + `���5� , E���2 + 4F2�ℎ� , 
 

= D′�5��E�2�ℎ��5� + 5��1 + C2�ℎ� + 32�ℎ�E�D�5���1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 232�ℎ�D�5��E� � + E�D�5��2�ℎ��1 + `���5� , E���2 + 4F2�ℎ�   
 

`���5� , E�� = 2 + 2F2�ℎ� + D�5��2�ℎ��5� + 5�%�� + D�5��2�ℎ�E�`���5� , E��2 + 4F2�ℎ� , 
 

= 2 + 2F2�ℎ� + D�5��2�ℎ� c5� + 5��1 + C2�ℎ� + 32�ℎ�E�D�5���1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 232�ℎ�D�5��E� d + E�2�ℎ�D�5�� �̀��5� , E��2 + 4F2�ℎ� . 
 

 
Substituting K� in _�5� , E��, we derive 

_�0,0� = e1 + C2�ℎ� 0
0 1 + F2�ℎ�1 + 2F2�ℎ�f,  

the eigenvalues of _�0,0� are 

Y� = 1 + C2�ℎ�,        Y� = 1 + F2�ℎ�1 + 2F2�ℎ�,  

since |Y�| ; 1, the equilibrium point K� is always unstable. 
 

Now, for the equilibrium point K� we have 

_�1,0� =
⎝
⎜⎜⎛

11 + C2�ℎ� 6 32�ℎ�D�1�1 + C2�ℎ�
0 1 + F2�ℎ� + D�1�2�ℎ�1 + 2F2�ℎ� ⎠

⎟⎟⎞,  
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whose eigenvalues are: 

Y� = 11 + C2�ℎ�,  

Y� = 1 + F2�ℎ� + D�1�2�ℎ�1 + 2F2�ℎ� .  

 
It is clear that |Y�| ( 1 and if D�1� ( F then |Y�| ( 1 too, and K� = �1,0� is stable. Otherwise, the equilibrium K� is unstable. Finally 

for the equilibrium K∗ = �5∗, E∗� the Jacobian matrix is: 

_�5∗, E∗� = 

⎝
⎜⎜⎛

1 6 C2�ℎ�5∗ + 32�ℎ�E∗5∗D′�5∗�1 + 2C2�ℎ� 6 C2�ℎ�5∗ 6 32�ℎ�F1 + 2C2�ℎ� 6 C2�ℎ�5∗
22�ℎ�E∗�5∗D′�5∗� + D�5∗��2 + 4F2�ℎ� 6 �2�ℎ���FE∗[C + 3E∗D′�5∗�]�2 + 4F2�ℎ���1 + 2C2�ℎ� 6 C2�ℎ�5∗� 1 6 2�ℎ��FC�1 6 5∗��2 + 4F2�ℎ���1 + 2C2�ℎ� 6 C2�ℎ�5∗�⎠

⎟⎟⎞,  

 
eigenvalues of _�5∗, E∗� are roots of the quadratic equation Y� + ZY + [ = 0 where 

Z = 2�ℎ�5∗mn + 2�ℎ��FC�1 6 5∗�no 6 2,  

[ = 1 6 2�ℎ�5∗mn + 2�ℎ��C�1 6 5∗�[F + 25∗�D′�5∗�]no ,  

and n = 1 + 2C2�ℎ� 6 C2�ℎ�5∗ ; 0,    0 ( 5∗ ( 1,  

m = C + 3E∗D′�5∗�,    D′�5∗� ( 0,  

o = 2 + 4F2�ℎ� ; 0.  

 
Since n and o are positive for all 0 ( 5∗ ( 1, therefore, if m ; 0 then 

1 + Z + [ = 22�ℎ��C�1 6 5∗�5[D�5∗� + 5∗D′�5∗�]no ; 0,  

1 6 Z + [ = o�4 + 8C2�ℎ� 6 6C2�ℎ�5∗� 6 45∗3E∗D′�5∗�2�ℎ� 6 6F5∗3E∗D′�5∗�2�ℎ��no ; 0,  

[ = 1 6 2�ℎ�5∗mn + 2�ℎ��C�1 6 5∗�[F + 25∗�D′�5∗�]no ,  

 

now, if 5∗ ( &r�$∗��rs�$∗� then [ ( 1 and following Lemma 1, K∗ is stable; otherwise, K∗ is unstable. These results show that between the 

system (4) and the numerical scheme (7) around all equilibria exist dynamical consistency. Therefore, the new proposed scheme is 
elementary stable, and this completes the proof. 

Similarly, the equilibrium points of (9) are exactly the same equilibria as those of the original system. The Jacobian _ of (9) has 
the form _�5� , E�� = [`a��5� , E��]�b�, where 

`���5� , E�� = �1 + C2�ℎ���1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 32�ℎ�D�5��E���1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 32�ℎ�D�5��E���  

 6 �C2�ℎ� + 32�ℎ�D′�5��E��5��1 + C2�ℎ���1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 32�ℎ�D�5��E��� , 
 = �1 + C2�ℎ��[1 + 32�ℎ�E��D�5�� 6 5�D′�5���]�1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 32�ℎ�D�5��E���  

 

`���5� , E�� = 6 5�32�ℎ�D�5���1 + C2�ℎ���1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 32�ℎ�D�5��E���   

`���5� , E�� = 11 + F2�ℎ� [D′�5��E�2�ℎ�� 5��1 + C2�ℎ��1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 32�ℎ�D�5��E�� 
+D�5��E�2�ℎ���1 + C2�ℎ��[1 + 32�ℎ�E��D�5�� 6 5�D′�5���]�1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 32�ℎ�D�5��E��� �],  
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`���5� , E�� = 11 + F2�ℎ� [1 + D�5��2�ℎ�� 5��1 + C2�ℎ��1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 32�ℎ�D�5��E�� 
+E�2�ℎ�D�5���6 5�32�ℎ�D�5���1 + C2�ℎ���1 + C5�2�ℎ� + 32�ℎ�D�5��E����].  

Substituting K� in  _�5� , E��, we derive 

_�0,0� = e1 + C2�ℎ� 0
0 11 + F2�ℎ�f,  

the eigenvalues of _�0,0� are 

Y� = 1 + C2�ℎ�,        Y� = 11 + F2�ℎ�,  

since |Y�| ; 1, the equilibrium K� is always unstable. 
 

Now, for the equilibrium K� we have 

_�1,0� =
⎝
⎜⎜⎛

11 + C2�ℎ� 6 32�ℎ�D�1�1 + C2�ℎ�
0 1 + D�1�2�ℎ�1 + F2�ℎ� ⎠

⎟⎟⎞,  

whose eigenvalues are: 

Y� = 11 + C2�ℎ�,  

Y� = 1 + D�1�2�ℎ�1 + F2�ℎ� ,  

 
it is clear that |Y�| ( 1 and if D�1� ( F then |Y�| ( 1 too, and K� = �1,0� is stable. Otherwise, the equilibrium K� is unstable. 

Finally, for equilibrium K∗ = �5∗, E∗� the Jacobian matrix is: 

_�5∗, E∗� =
⎝
⎜⎜⎛

1 6 C2�ℎ�5∗ + 32�ℎ�E∗5∗D′�5∗�1 + C2�ℎ� 6 32�ℎ�F1 + C2�ℎ�
2�ℎ�E∗�5∗D′�5∗� + D�5∗��1 + F2�ℎ� 6 �2�ℎ���FE∗[C + 3E∗D′�5∗�]�1 + F2�ℎ���1 + C2�ℎ�� 1 6 2�ℎ��FC�1 6 5∗��1 + F2�ℎ���1 + C2�ℎ��⎠

⎟⎟⎞  

eigenvalues of _�5∗, E∗� are roots of the quadratic equation Y� + ZY + [ = 0 where 

Z = 2�ℎ�5∗mn + 2�ℎ��FC�1 6 5∗�no 6 2,  

[ = 1 6 2�ℎ�5∗mn + 2�ℎ��C�1 6 5∗�[F + 25∗�D′�5∗�]no ,  

 
and n = 1 + C2�ℎ� ; 0,    0 ( 5∗ ( 1,  

m = C + 3E∗D′�5∗�,    D′�5∗� ( 0,  

o = 1 + F2�ℎ� ; 0.  n and o are positive for all 0 ( 5∗ ( 1; therefore, if m ; 0 then 

1 + Z + [ = 22�ℎ��C�1 6 5∗�5[D�5∗� + 5∗D′�5∗�]no ; 0,  

1 6 Z + [ = o�4 + 4C2�ℎ� 6 2C2�ℎ�5∗� 6 25∗3E∗D′�5∗�2�ℎ�no ; 0,  

[ = 1 6 2�ℎ�5∗mn + 2�ℎ��C�1 6 5∗�[F + 25∗�D′�5∗�]no ,  

now, if 5∗ ( &r�$∗��rs�$∗� then [ ( 1 and following Lemma 1, K∗ is stable; otherwise, K∗ is unstable. These results show that between the 

system (4) and the numerical scheme (9) around all equilibria exist dynamical consistency. Therefore, the new proposed scheme is 
elementary stable, and this completes the proof.∎ 
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(a) t = u. v, wu = x, yu = z. { (b) t = u. v, wu = u. |, yu = }. { 

Fig. 2. Numerical results with ~ = v, � = x, � = u. {, � = z and � = |. x. 

  

(a) t = v. x, wu = u. x, yu = u. v (b) t = x. |, wu =. �, yu =. � 

Fig. 3. Numerical results with ~ = v, � = x, � = x, � = u. v and � = x. v. 

  

(a) t = �. z, wu = u. �, yu = u. � (b) t = �. z, wu = u. �, yu = u. � 

Fig. 4. Numerical results with ~ = v, � = x, � = x, � = u. v and  � = x. v. 
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Table 1. Qualitative behavior with respect to K� of the schemes considered on the problem (4) with 3 = 2, C = 1, � = 0.5, F = 6, : = 3.1, 5� = 1, and E� = 6.5. 

ℎ K��8� ��2 ��4 �Fℎ8T81 �Fℎ8T82 

0.01 Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 

0.1 Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 

0.2 Divergence Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 

0.3 Divergence Divergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 

1 Divergence Divergence Divergence Convergence Convergence 

2 Divergence Divergence Divergence Convergence Convergence 

10 Divergence Divergence Divergence Convergence Convergence 

Table 2. The computational time used to obtain Fig. 2-5. 

Figure (a) (b) 

Fig. 2 3.756s 2.415s 

Fig. 3 3.295s 3.297s 

Fig. 4 3.296s 2.246s 

Fig. 5 3.416s 2.227s 

7. Numerical Results 

Here, we give numerical results to check the accuracy of theoretical results and the efficiency of the new PESN schemes. 
Comparisons the numerical results of the new schemes and the scheme presented in [1] show the better performance of the new 

schemes with a large step size. Here, D�5� = ��%$ and all the parameters used in drawing figures are selected from [1]. 

As is evident in Fig. 2(a), the proposed PESN schemes maintain the stability of the equilibrium K�, while the standard explicit 
Euler method is not able to produce nonnegative solution and it diverges. The behavior of RK2 method is seen to be similar, (see 
Fig. 2 (b)). In Table 1, we see that the Euler and RK2 methods diverge with increasing the step-size, but the new schemes are 

convergent for all ℎ. Also, the numerical solution for the new methods for 3 = 2, C = 1, � = 1, F = 0.2 and : = 1.2, leads to K∗ = ��� , ����� 
are shown with different initial values and step sizes Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a), 3(b) and 4(a) show that our proposed schemes produce 
smooth and nonoscillatory solution and preserves the stability of the equilibrium K∗, but the results obtained by the RK2 method 
quickly deteriorates (see Fig. 4(b)). The � 6 � phase portraits obtained using the new PESN methods and the NSFD method 
presented in [1] with ℎ = 4 for system (4) are shown in Fig. 5. We can see that the proposed schemes preserve the stability of the 
equilibrium and perform very well. In Table 2, computational time used to obtain Fig. 2-5 presented. In Fig. 6-7 we present the 
numerical results obtained from the new PESN methods, [1] and the RK4 with the step sizes ℎ = 0.4 and ℎ = 4 for the system (4). It 
was found that solutions of the PESN methods agree very well with the RK4 solutions. In this case, we see that the new PESN 
methods have an advantage over scheme [1] because of achieving good accuracy with different large time steps. It can also be 
seen that scheme 2 is better than scheme 1. Numerical results are coded in MATLAB software with the feature of computer RAM 
4GB and CPU 2.40GHz. 

8. Conclusions and Discussion 

    In this paper, we have developed two new nonstandard finite difference method based on Mickens’ rules to solve predator-prey 
model. We have shown that the proposed methods preserve positivity property and stability. By numerical comparisons we have 
shown that the new schemes converge with any step size and perform better than the NSFD method presented in [1], the RK2 
method and the Euler method. 

                          
 

  

(a) t = �, wu = u. �, yu = u. � (b) t = �, wu = u. �, yu = u. � 

Fig. 5. Numerical results with ~ = v, � = x, � = x, � = u. v and  � = x. v. 
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(a) Prey density (b) Predator density 

Fig. 6. Numerical results for proposed schemes, Dimitrov method [6] and RK4 with ~ = v, � = x, � = x, � = u. v � = x. v, wu = u. �, yu = u. � and t = u. �. 

  

(a) Prey density (b) Predator density 

Fig. 7. Numerical results for the proposed schemes, Dimitrov method [6] and RK4 with ~ = v, � = x, � = x, � = u. v � = x. v, wu = u. �, yu = u. � and t = �. 
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